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You decide to share yo.r, piir. with family and friends by having it
cut into smaller pieces. Using a special tool, you cut the nugget in
half, then in half again, over and over. Eventually you end up with a
piece of gold that is too small to cut with your tool!
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But you've got a lot of family and friends, so suppose you were able
to keep cutting the gold into smaller and smaller pieces. Would you
be able to keep cuffing forever? The answer is no! At some point you
would end up with a piece that could not be divided. That smallest
piece would be an atom.

An atom is the smallest particle into which an element (such as

gold) can be divided and still maintain the properties of that element.
Because all matter is made up of elements, and all elements are made
up of atoms, atoms are considered the building blocks of matter.
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W ,n. word atom comes from

the Greek word atomos,

which means "indivisiblel'
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i:t#":it-fr"ti;F;;;; ^ _, €smaller particles called protons, Current modet of the atom
neutrons, and electrons. protons
and neutrons stick together to
form an atom's nucleus, which
is at the center of the atom.
Electrons are found in regions
surrounding the nucleus.

Protons are the positively
charged parricles located in the
nucleus of an atom. All protons
are identical. An atom is identi_
fied by the number of protons r-+.,

in its nucleus. For example, an ;-..

atom with one proton is called /
hydrogen: an atom with eisht .. /Neutl()n

Neutrons are also rocated in the nucreus. As their name suggests,
neutrons are electrically neutral. That is, they have ,ro .t".if,. charge.All neutrons are identical. Sometimes, atoms of the same element
can have different numbers of neutrons. Because neutrons huu" rro
charge, the overall charge ofthe atom is not changed by the extraneutrons' rsotopes are atoms of the same eremenithut iruu.
diFferent numbers of neutrons.

Electrons are the negatively charged particles found outside the
nucleus of an atom. At erectrons areldentical. The.rumbe, und
aruangement of the electrons in an atom determine its chemicat
properties.

protons is called oxygen. All
atoms of the same element have
the same number of protons.

The nucleus of hydrogen,

the simplest atom, contains
one proton but no neutron.

All other atoms have both
protons and neutrons in the
nucleus.
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Scientists used to think that electrons orbited the nucleus in fixed
paths, the way the planets orbit the sun. Now they theorize that elec-
trons travel in random paths in areas around the nucleus called elec-
tron clouds. An electron's energy level determines its average dis-
tance from the nucleus.

The charge of an electron is equal in size to the charge of a proton,
but opposite in sign. Since unlike charges attract each other, electrons
and protons exert an attractive electrical force on each other. That's
what holds electrons to the nucleus.

Atomic SizeD Just how small is an atom? A typical atom is about one ten-billionth
of a meter in diameter. The average nucleus of an atom is about one
million billionth of a meter in diameter-a tiny fraction of the size
of the entire atom.
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The protons and neutrons that make
up the nucleus of an atom have
about the same mass. Electrons
have a much smaller
about one two-thousandth the
mass of protons or neutrons.
That means most of the mass
of an atom is in the nucleus.
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of "stuff" in an object.

The particles that make up an atom are like tiny specks compared to
the size of the atom as a whole. So the majority of an atom's volume
consists of empty space. And since all objects are made of atoms, you
could argue that objects are also mostly empty space!

There are more than a

million million billion

atoms in a single

drop of water!
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since the Greek philosopher bemocritus
proposed the existence of atoms in
440 n.c. By the early lg00s, British
chemist John Dalton had come up
with a theory that he based or obr"*u_
tions from experiments. Dalton proposed
that all substances were made oi atoms_
small, hard dense spheres that could not
be created destroyed, or altered.

Then, in 1898, British scientist J. J.
Thomson proposed that atoms them_
selves were made up of smaller particles.
He discovered that atoms contain nega_
tively charged particles, but he did nit
know the location of these particles. He
theorized that they were spread evenly
throughout positively charged material.
His model of the atom was called the
plum-pudding model.

In 1911, Ernest Rutherford, a former stu_
dent of Thomson,s, proposed that atoms
had a dense, positively charged nucleus
surrounded by electrons. Then, two years
later, in 1913, Danish scientist Ni.f, goh,
modified this model even further. He said
that electrons revolved around the nucle_-
rs in circular paths, called orbits, and that
electrons could only exist in certain orbiis
and at certain energy levels.
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Bohr's model was an important stepping stone to today,s model ofthe atom, which was developed in ihe igzo".a"coroirrg to,ti" .,rr-rent model, called the erectron croud moder, electrons surround thenucleus, traveling not in_prescribed paths but in."gion, of uuiou,thicknesses, called clouds.

Dalton's model of the atom

Thomson's model of the atom

Bohr's model of the atom
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matter different from another? Different kinds of atoms! Different
kinds of atoms are called elements. Two or more elements that have

combined are called a compound. Elements and compounds of
elements make up all the different kinds of matter in the universe.
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An element is considered the simplest form of matter. It cannot be

broken down into simpler substances under normal laboratory condi-
tions. There are about 110 known elements in the universe. Ninety-
two of these are found naturally on Earth or in the atmosphere. The

rest are synthetic, or made in the laboratory.

Earth's crust is made up mostly

of the elements oxygen and

silicon. Earth's atmosphere is

about 78% nitrogen and 21o/o

oxygen. Living things are made

mostly out of compounds of

the elements carbon, hydrogen,

orygen, and nitrogen.

Each element is made of atoms of the same type. For example, the

element oxygen is made out of oxygen atoms. The element carbon

is made out of carbon atoms. Each element is considered a pure

substance because it contains only one kind of atom.

g€€ Each element has a unique set of physical and chemical properties
.{LSS that distinguish it from all other elements. These properties can be

251 Properties of used to identiff different elements. They can also be used to separate
Mafter

combmations of elements into pure substances.
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#:f:JjT;i;; ;:";::^:::*{*liffi ir,;il,; il;;; ;;,_€atom is the smallest parricle of an elemenjwith,.fr" ,"r* pr"p;#' *tgO-of that element, a molecure is the smallest particle of a substancewith the same properties of that substance. 255 Atoms

The simplest molecules contain onry two atoms. These are calleddiatomic molecules (the prefix di_ means,.two,,). f,o, 
"ru,,'f,t", 

u'oxygen molecule (o2) is a diatomic molecule. rt'i, -uo" uf'ort o
-o-lyeen 

atoms (o) that have joined together. A hydrogen ,,'it..,rt.(H2) is also diatomic: it coniists of trio hydrogen 
";* alt. 
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lure trr2, Hydrogen molecule (H2)

Most molecules are made out of fwo or more atoms of different kinds(different elements). For example, a water molecule fffrOl l, *uO"o{two hydrogen atoms (H) and one oxygen atom (o). Each molecureof water behaves like water. If the mole""ul", ur. oirrio"a into^r.purut"hydrogen and oxygen atoms, however, the particle* .ro long", trhuu"like water.
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Oxygen molecule (O2)

Water molecule (H2O)
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Most elements are found in combination with other elements-that is,

in chemical compounds. The elements in any given compound have a

fixed ratio. For example, the compound water (HzO) always has two
parts of the element hydrogen to one part of the element oxygen.

What's the difference between a compound and

a molecule? The term compound is used to

describe the chemical substance in general,

while the term molecule refers t0 the smallest

particle of the substance that has the same

properties of the substance.

The properties of compounds are different from the properties

of elements that make up the compounds. For example, water has

properties that arc different from either hydrogen or oxygen, the

elements that make up water.

Table salt:
sodium chloride
(NaCl)

Table sugar:
sucrose
(ca2{22oaa)

Baking soda:

sodium bicarbonate
(NaHCOg)

sodium, Na

chlorine, Cl

carbon, C

hydrogen, H

oxygen, o

sodium, Na

hydrogen, H

carbon, C

oxygen, o

sodium-a soft,
extremely malleable metal;

silver-white in color; reacts

explosively with water

chlorine-a poisonous, highly

irritating greenish-yellow gas

carbon-crystalline form
includes graphite and

diamonds; noncrystalline
form includes charcoal and

coal

hydrogen-colorless,
highly flammable gas

oxygen-colorless, odorless,
tasteless gas

see properties of each

element above

colorless crystals
are cubic; many

crystals together
look white; salty
taste

clear crystals or
white powder;

sweet taste

white crystalline
powder or lumps
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Chemical Bonds

:onds occur when atoms either transfer or share electrons.

rhe atoms i";;i;;;;;;;';;il;;il;;.;;;._t.;i;ffi ......J
\ chemicar bond is the force of attrJction between atoms. chemical

to ionic bond is atype of bond in which .ne or more electrons fiom ,s€4'rne atom are transferred to another atom. The atom that l0ses "l"ctro.r, .&ts{}:nds up with a positive charge (remember, electrons rr"* "l"g"tl". 264 Famiries of:harge)' An atom with a.positive charge is cailed a positive ion. (An chemicar
ion is simplv an atom with a charge.) ihe atom thaigains .t*ofr' 

,,u ln'Jlr'#':nds up with a negative charge. e-n uto* with a negative charge rs Etectric;alled a negative ion. These t.'o ionr, having unlike charges, atffact charges
each other and form a bond.

Before Electron Transfer
Na (neutral) Cl (neutral)
1-[ protons
1:1 etectrons H:,t::lffi"

) 1 electlon J

" o tlansferled ,* 3
.r O- i + ts

"' r"& p sr *rh "pr
srlJ:3j

a*a,is
e

Example of ionic bonding (salt, NaCl)
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After Electron Transfer

-\ covalent bond is a type of bond in which atoms share one or moreelectrons' The shared electrons spend more time between the twoatoms than anywhere else. These erectrons, because of theirnegativecharge, attract the positive nucrei of the uio-r. This attraction holdsthe atoms together.

Na" (positive iont
11 protons
10 electrons

Cl- (negative ionl
17 protons
18 electrcns
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Shared
electrons

\ oxyg"n atom
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W tonic bondsgettheirname from the

ions that form as the bond is created.
Covalent bonds get their name from
the root co-, meaning ,,together,, 

or
'Joinilyj'and the word valence, which
refers to the capacity of an atom
to join with other atoms.

Hydrogen atoms

/\
!i

Shared
electrons

Example of covalent bonding (water, H2O)
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There are millions of chemical compounds in the world. Scientists

classify compounds by the similarities in their properties.

lonic and Covalent Compounds
One way to classify compounds is by the type of bond they contain.

lonic compounds are compounds formed with ionic bonds. Ordinary
table salt (sodium chloride, NaCl) is an example of an ionic compound.

There aren't really

individual molecules

of ionic compounds.

lnstead, the ions form

a crystal structure,

compound,

The atoms in an ionic compound are arranged
in a crystalline pattern. Ionic compounds tend
to be brittle, often have a very high melting
point, and are in a solid state at room tempera-

ture. Many ionic compounds, like salt, can be

dissolved in water. The resulting solution can

conduct electric current.

Govalent compounds are compounds formed with covalent bonds.

Water (HrO) is an example of a covalent compound. So are butter
and wax.

Butter and wax are both covalent compounds.

In general, covalent compounds often have a lower melting point than

ionic compounds. Many such compounds are not water soluble, and

those that are, such as sugar, usually do not conduct electricity.
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Table salt is an ionic
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Acids and Bases
-\n acid is any compound that produces
hydrogen ions (H+) in water. (An ion is simply
an atom that has gained or lost electrons and
therefore has a positive or negative charge.)
The greater the concentration ofhydrogen
ions produced the stronger the acid. Acids
taste sour, change blue litmus paper red, and
react with metals to produce hydrogen gas.
\cidic solutions also conduct electricity.

substance is. Simply put, the pH of a solution is a
measure of the hydrogen ion (H+) concentration in u64
the solution on a scale of 0 to 14. A solution with ;ffi

solution with a pH of more thanT is considered
basic. The greater the pH, the more basic the
solution. A solution with a pH of 7 is considered
neutral-neither acidic nor basic.
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-\ base is any compound that produces hydroxide ions (OH-) in
rvater. The greater the concentration ofhydroxide ions produced, the
sffonger the base. Bases taste bitter, change red litmus paper blue, feel
slippery, and dissolve oils and fats. Bases also conduct electricity.

lndicators like litmus paper are used to tell if a substance is acidic or
basic. The pH scale is used to tell how acidic or basic a

a pH of less thanT is considered acidic. The lower lffi'
the oH. the more acidic fhe qnhrfinn T iLo.,,ioo . ry

%,ffiH
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the pH, the more acidic the solution. Likewise. a

Litmus paper is

an indicator, a
substance that
changes color

when it comes in

contact with an

acid or a base.
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pH comes from the French

"pouvoir hydrogdne j' meaning

"hydrogen powerJ'
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